
Lightweight carbon fiber landing gear

High powered signal healing transmission 

Water resistant components

Bluetooth connection for radiometric

calibration via smart phone

32GB SD card for both the Thermal Sensor

as well as the 4K Camera

Perfect video and data can be captured

due to the 3 AXIS Gimbal

Small noise footprint as the aircraft is

undetectable at 150m

Ground Control Station has a 5hour

battery life

Ground Control Station waypoint control

Snap on battery pack allowing a weather-

sealed body

LAN option available for real-time IP data

transfer

Water resistant modular airframe

combined motors

Dual camera configuration which can be

live-streamed simultaneous via the Ground

Control Station

The Ground Control Station comes

integrated with a 12.3” console for live

monitoring

Return to Launch function that enables the

system to come back to the point of launch

by command of the Ground Control Station

or when it loses power 

Avoidance detection, built into the nose of

the aircraft

Increased stability and response control

due to high efficiency motors and actively

braking Props

Full HD (24 MB) live feedback from aircraft

Carbon fiber foldable and detachable arms

USB interface and charger

Hard-switch buttons on command station

to reduce the in-field risk of operating the

the aircraft and selecting the wrong mode

or instruction

35KM LONG RANGE SURVEILLANCE DRONE



 The Vanguard includes a highly advanced but easy to

use software package that allows the operator to plan,

control and fly the mission in the safest and most

efficient way possible. Automated drone control,

airspace alerts, manned aircraft locations and weather

advisories are all at your fingertips when using our

system. The software allows the operator to easily pre-

program flight paths  where certain areas or obstacles

must be avoided.  The system can also be used to set

boundaries and specify the altitude and speed that the

Vanguard must operate at. And you can also program

the drone to circle a Point of Interest or hover at a

specific point.

The Vanguard, our most popular UAV, is a long range

surveillance drone with a 35km range and a flight time of

94min. The Vanguard drone system is our solution to

security and surveillance needs. It is also ideal for

inspection and detection where fine detail such as cracks

and signs of wear are needed.

The Vanguard has a dual camera configuration which

gives you the ability to see what the Vanguard sees in real

time and allows you to interchange between the two

cameras while in flight. The Thermal camera allows you

to detect objects, which you can then zoom in on when

switching to the the 10x Optical Zoom camera. And with a

first-of-its-kind dual antenna tracking station, the

Vanguard provides the clearest image even when it has

been pushed to its limits!

Pipeline inspections 
High voltage inspections 
Wildlife monitoring/ counting
Mapping

Search and Rescue
Fire Fighting 
Precision Agriculture 
Roof Inspections 

Power Line Inspections 
Substation Inspections 
Cell Tower Inspections 
Security Surveying



MAX OPERATIONAL FLIGHT TIME  
MAX RANGE  

MAX FORWARD SPEED  
MAX OPERATIONAL ALTITUDE  

MAX RANGE (RADIO)  
MAX RANGE (VIDEO FEED FROM DRONE)  

MAX OPERATING WIND SPEED  
MIN OPERATING TEMPERATURE  
MAX OPERATING TEMPERATURE  

94 min
35km
18m/s
4500m
35km
35km
40km/h
5 °C
50 °C

Radio Control & Telemetry Frequency : 
Video Frequency : 

Datalink RC, Telemetry & Video : 
Operating Voltage : 

433 MHz @ 800 mW
2.4 GHz @ 800 mW
2.4 GHz @ 1 W
43.2 V (12S) nominal


